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Let’s play with painted Animals
We suggest to play using pencils or felt-tip pens.
Hello, I am a little black cat that plays on
Belprato house walls. I want to present you
my painted friends.
Are you ready? You need colored pencils or
felt-tip pens or crayons.
To play with me, I suggest to start from the parking that you reach
coming from Nozza/Vestone (yellow zone).
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First game: you will discover the animal most popular on Belprato
walls. Cross a box (or color it) in the following table each time you
see, on walls, one of these animals: butterfly, cat, owl.
BUTTERFLY

CAT

OWL

Yellow zone
This is the zone I prefer: have a good time in search for me!
In the mural below the Artist hid many animals together. Do you see
them? Look for the image on wall, so you can see better.
Write 4 of the Animals you see
in this drawing:

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
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White zone
In this zone there are a lot of Animals Farms. Do you know the
popular song? Look for animals on walls and complete the song using
farm animals you find on walls.
Old Mc Donal has a farm
E-I-E-I-O
And on his farm he had a cow, moo-moo
He had a_____________, ________
He had a ____________, _________
He had a ____________, ________

Color the image

In this zone there is a mural that presents wild animals: prey and
predator. Do you find it?
What animals are in the painting:
Sheep and wolf

Deer and wolf

Chicken and fox

Red zone
The white circle in the image below hides a dog. Which of the three
dogs below is the most similar to the painted dog?
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Do you know that there is a dog breed with a blue
tongue? It is “Chow Chow”. The tongue is blue like bear
tongue.
And also the teeth are 44 like bear
teeth, and not 42 like dog teeth.

Now, search again. Which of these particular is NOT in this zone ?

On the main road, there is an house totally painted. Look at it ad
try to guess the name of the painting.

o The fairy tree
o The four season
o Owls day

Do you know that eyes of owls can not turn? Owls must
turn its head to look around. And the head can turn
almost completely. In this way the owl can look behind it
without moving the body but only the head.
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And…what is your favourite animal ? _______________________
Why do you like it ? ___________________________________
Draw your favorite animal in the frame:

Can you find the painting whit this
swallow?
How may swallows are in the mural?
1

3
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There are a lot of swallow’s nest in Belprato. These nice
birds come back every springs from Africa and they live
in the nest of the previus year.
At the sunrise or sunset you can see their roudy flys.
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Blue zone

It is not difficult to find the mural on
Parish House. Try to number the
pieces and order the drawing.

To finish our game, search for the
mural that kids love, the “wolf
family”. What is the missing part?
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When the Artist painted the Family of Wolf in 2013, he
wanted to present his family. Then, in 2020, he
modified the drawing bacause he had a new baby.
Now, look at the first game. Which animal (butterfly/cat/owl) is
the most represented in Belprato?
________________________________

I hope to see you again, next year.
You can finish your tour going on the stairs near the
Parish House and reach the old school, the seat of
Association “L’Anima della Pertica”. From 14 to 18
August 2021 you can present your game book and
have a nice present if completed in the correct way.

You can also propose a name for me. Cut the part below and post it in
the mailbox out of “Punto d’Incontro”, the seat of the Association.

I am _________________ and I choose this name for the cat:
_____________________________________________
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